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Military Ball Set For Weekend;
Clemson's Jungaleers To Play
CDA, Scabbard & Blade
Announce Final Plans
This year's Honorary Cadet Colonel and her staff will
be chosen Friday night at the formal dance of the Military
Ball. The Military Ball will be held this Friday and Saturday
nights in the college field house. Music will be furand
nished by Clemson's Jungaleers.
The Friday formal dance will be
held from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m. Thel
Saturday night informal dance will |
be held from 9 p. m. to 12 mid
night.
The judges for the selection of
Colonel Lloyd H. Tull, Professor
of Air Science and Tactics, has the Honorary Cadet Colonel have
announced a new Air Force policy been announced by Scabbard and
which shortens the tour of active Blade. Earle Cocke, former comduty for ROTC graduates apply- mander of the American Legion
and now vice-president of Delta
ing for flying training in grade.
Effective with June graduates of Airlines; Bob Poole, radio an1953, the initial active duty tour nouncer for Radio Station WMRC
for Air Force ROTC graduates ap- in Greenville; Robert Bruns, faplying for flight training is reduced mous portrait artist; the comto three -years, to include the manding general at Donaldson
Air Force Base; the PMS&T at
period of flight training.
Prior to this time Air Force Furman University; and th e
ROTC graduates who applied for PMS&T at Presbyterian College,
flying training were required to will act as judges.
* * *
spent three years on active duty
after they had completed such
THE JUDGES will be located
training.
at various tables in the lobby of
Furma.n and Atlanta, Ga., for Jack Barton of
Sponsors for Scabbard and Blade for the Milithe field house and at the entary Ball are—left to right, top row—Sara
Atlanta, Ga.; and Amee Sease, Charleston, for
trance to the dance floor in the
Sweet Evans, Winthrop and Darlington, for CapLeonard Butler, Laurenburg, N. C. Bottom
big gym. All cadets with the
tain Cleve Hutson, of Seabrook; Marion Oates,
row—Betty Grimell, University of South Carorank of first lieutenant and above
Queens College and Rutherford, N. C, for First
lina and Columbia, for Toy Gossett of Fort
Lieutenant Gene Shuford of Forest City, N. C;
Mill; Wilhelmina Vander Kaaden, Enka, N. C,
will register their dates at the
Sara Easterling, Winthrop and Bennettsville,
for Bill Rhodarmer of Canton, N. C; Joan ConThe Clemson student chapter of table that bears a placard of a
for Second Lieutenant Herb Fletcher of Mcnor, Lander and McCormick, for Sam Brook- the American Institute of Chemical large '4'. Dates will receive numColl; Martha Harvley, Erskine and Greenhart of Kingstree; Becky White, Ohio State Engineers will sponsor a talk by bered cards and will be introducwood, for First Sergeant Thornwell Dunlap of
and Fountain Inn, for Bill Stewart of FounMr. Thomas A. Boyd, head of the ed to the judges.
Clinton; and Emily Wood Coxe, Sweetbrier
tain Inn; Carol Koegler, Spence Academy, N.
Fuel
Department of the research
Cards for the contestants for
and Mont Clare, for Gil Campbell of GreenY., for Forrest Cookson, Jr., of Clemson; and
ville. Middle row—Jennie Jones, Columbia,
Fat Wilson, Greenville for Tom Gioiosa, of division of General Motors, to be Honorary Cadet will be in the
held in the new chemistry audi- 400 series. Those for the confor Mack Branhim of Columbia; Francis Bell,
Bethesda, Md.
torium, April 9 at 2:00 p. m.
testants for the rank of HonMr. Boyd received his Bachelor orary Cadet Master Sergeant,
V
of Chemical Engineering degree at to be chosen from the dates of
Ohio State University in 1918. He members of the executive Seris the author of several books and geants Club, will be in the 300
engineering papers.
series.
MR. BOYD WAS a co-discoverer
Cards for the contestants for
"The Man of Nazareth," a Lenten cantata by James H. of tetra ethyl lead. He is a mem- Honorary Cadet Corporal, to be
The Clemson Baptist Church Rogers, will be presented by the Clemson Methodist Church ber of the American Chemical So- chosen from the dates of Pershciety, Society of Automotive En- ing Rifles members, and HonorChoir will present the sacred cantata, "The Crucifixion," by Sir Choir Sunday morning at 11:30 o'clock. C. Hugh Watson gineers and the American Institute ary Cadet Private, to be chosen
of Chemical Engineers.
John Strainer at 7:30 p. m. on is choir director, and Mrs. E. J. Freeman is organist.
from the dates of the members of
Mr. Boyd will talk on "Your the Freshman Platoon, will be
Sunday, March 29.
Soloists for the cantata will be
SOLOISTS FOR the presenta- Mrs. Fred Perkins and Mrs. Tom Brandt, Mrs. Jim Shirley, and Mrs. 1973 Model, I'd Like To See It". run in the 200 and 100 series reHow to be a creative engineer is spectively.
tion will be Barnes Bishop, tenor;
B. M. Smith.
Reid,
soprano;
C.
H.
Watson,
tenthe
principal theme of the address.
Each of these four organizaBuddy Helton, George Bonnette,
Tenor—Bratton Williams, TomThe deans have authorized en- tions will hold intermission parJ. P. Rostron, and, M. C. Allen, or; and Dr. J. R. Beard, baritone. my Green, and Louis Henry.
gineering
and
technical
course
maties Friday night at which time
bass; Mrs. H. J. Webb, alto; and The numbers to be sung are: The Bass—Fred Perkins, J. M. Stepp,
jors absence from labs from 2 to 3
Mrs. Hubert Garner, soprano.
Last Supper, The Garden, The Dick Heddon, and Peter Yarnell. p. m. to attend the lecture. The the final selections for the honorary staff will be made.
Mrs. K. R. Helton, church or- Judgment Hall, Via Crucis, Calfinal decision will be left to the
* * *
ganist, will play the accompanidisgression
of
the
lab
instructors.
vary,
The
Mockers,
Stabat
Mater
SCABBARD
AND Blade will
ment. The cantata is under the
hold its party for members and
general direction of Mrs. M. C. Dolorosa, The Agony, The EarthBarbecue, Hash Being invited guests in the lounge of
Allen, choir director.
quake, and Choral.
the Clemson House. The ExecuThe
cantata
will
be
presented
Student members of the choir
Sold In AH Dept.
tive Sergeants Club will hold its
• include tenors Johnny Sinclair, during the hour, of the regular
An amount of barbecue and pork party in the Scabbard and Blade
Wilbur Thompson, Barnes worship service. There will be
room.
Mu Beta Psi will sponsor a sec- hash was left over from -the Block
Bishop, John David Stanley, no sermon.
and Bridle sponsored barbecue
The Pershing Rifles party will
ond
'jam
session'
to
be
held
in
Jack Gregg, Ward Powers, and
held last Saturday in connection be held in the band room and
» * #
the College Chapel late in April.
Grandy Daniel, and basses Lewith IPTAY Day.
the Freshman Platoon party is to
MEMBERS OF THE choir are:
roy Bryant, Jack Reeves, RobAdmission will be thirty cents.
Anyone interested in purchasing be held in the Blue Key and Tiert Blackmon, David Coleman, Soprano—Mrs. John Califf, Misses
The concert will be patterned any of this barbecue may contact ger Brotherhood rooms.
Buddy Helton, Alton Hunter, and Nella Marie Mclntyre, Ann Lane, after the organization's concert J. R. Danion or R. B. Scott in the
Scabbard and Blade will hold
Don Quattlebaum.
a banquet Friday night in the
Mildred Lane, and Frances Booker. held recently but the performance animal husbandry department.
will be entirely different.
The prices have been set at 75c Saber Room of .the Clemson
The numbers that comprise the
Alto—Mrs. G. G. Henry, Mrs.
The date for the concert will a pound for the sliced barbecue House at 7:00. Earle Cocke will
cantata are as follows: And They
and $2.00 per gallon for the hash. be the guest speaker.
Came to a Place Named Gethse- Nella Marie Mclntyre, Mrs. G. W. be announced later.
mane, The Agony, Fling Wide The
Gates, And When They Were
Come, and The Mystery of the Divine Humiliation.
Also, He Made Himself of No
Reputation, And as Moses Lifted
up the Serpent, God So Loved the
World, Litany of The Passion, and
Jesus Said, "Father Forgive
"The Student Prince," to be pre- Boheme" with the New York City wended his way through juvenile
plus his television performances on
Them."
sented
in the Field House April Center Opera Company.
leads and many years of study, Kraft's TV Theater, Captain Video,
ALSO, So Thou Liftest Thy DiIn her latest operetta, "Countess creating for himself a. permanent and numerous guest appearances,
vine Petition, The Mystery of In- 16, 17, and 18, will feature three
round out his versatile career, with
tercession, And One of the Male- top performers in the theatrical Maritza," Miss Myers, through seat on the success ladder.
He has to his credit perform- the exception of the legitimate
factors, The Adoration of the Cru- fields of light opera, the screen, her sparkling performance and interpretation
of
the
lead
role,
capances in "Knickerbocker Holiday," drama.
cified, and When Jesus Therefore radio, and television in addition to
tured the hearts of her audience, "Ziegfield Follies," and 'Passing
local talent.
Saw His Mother.
This list includes portrayals of
as she has done throughout the Show," as well as appearances in
* *• *
Also, Is It Nothing to You, The
roles in "Idiot's Delight," "Her
East
in
the
past
two
years
with
such movies as "42nd Street" with
Appeal of The Crucified, All
Master's Voice," "Three Men on a
THE FEMALE lead, Miss MaryThings Now Accomplished, For the lee Myers of Rochester, New her numerous recitals and engage- Ruby Keeler and "W e 1 c o m e Horse," "Alias the Deacon," and
ments.
Stranger"
with
Bing
Crosby.
Love of Jesus, and They Have York, will be known to the audi"Harvey." Mr. Nordstrom has
* *• *
Taken Away My Lord.
He has played more than 60 portrayed the character of Lutz in
ence as Kathy. Miss Myers has CLARENCE NORDSTROM, who
This will mark the second suc- appeared as soloist with several
parts in light opera, appearing "The Student Prince' more than
cessive year that "The Crucifixion" symphony orchestras, among them provides part of the comedy in in "Sweethearts," "Showboat," 200 times. He will lend his as"The
Student
Prince,"
will
display
has been presented by the local being the Rochester Civic Symthe results of a long and enviable "Carousel," "Rosalie," "Girl sistance to the Clemson producchoir.
phony and the Buffalo Philhar- career in the role of Lutz, the Crazy," and "Nauty Marietta.'
tion by aiding with the staging of
monic.
Prince's valet.
In radio he has appeared on the musical. * * *
She has also had recent roles in
Mr. Nordstrom, who began in Kitty Foyle, Ripley's Believe It or
ANOTHER performer who will
"The Marriage of Figaro" and "La Chicago as a boy soprano, has Not, and the O'Neill Family. These,
soon arrive to take part in the
show is Miss Marjorie Wellock of
New York City. Miss Wellock,
Deadline for entering the public
who is cast in the role of Princess
speaking contest for the Trustees'
Margaret, is a graduate of the
Medal is Tuesday, April 1. StuCurtis School of Music in Philadents who are interested in enterdelphia and has made a reputaing this contest should file an aption for herself in several Broadplication with any English 301
way musicals.
instructor or with J. P. Winter in
211 Physics not later than Tuesday.
She has toured in companies
Detailed rules concerning the
throughout the East and Mid-West
competition are also available
playing roles in operattas such as
from Mr. Winter and the other
"Sweethearts" and "Blossom
public speaking instructors.
Time," besides her recital work
Contestants will first deliver
and solo appearances on the contheir speeches in a preliminary
cert stage.
elimination to be held April 13.
Tickets have now gone on sale
The final contest will begin at 7
at the Music Department, and rep. m. on April 20 in the Chemistry
served seats are available. It is
Lecture Room before the judges,
possible to procure these and genthe assembled sections of English
eral admission seats by mail and
telephone from now until the time
801, and interested members of the
eollege community.
MARYLEE MYERS
MAJORIE WELLOCK
of the productions.
CLARENCE NORDSTROM

Air Force Active
Duty Tour Is Cut

Boyd Will Talk
At AlChE Meet

TO BE PRESENTED

Lenten Cantata Will Be
Given By Methodist Choir

Mu Beta Psi
Jam Session Will
Be Held In April

Myers, Nordstrom, Wei lock To Be
Top Performers In 'Student Prince'

Speech Contest
Deadline April 1

Staff Photographer Jack Trimmier gets a donor's-eye-view of the Asheville (N. C.) Red
Cross Bloodmobile Unit which was located in
basement of the Methodist Church here

Monday and Tuesday. The unit collected 528
pints of blood, mostly from student contributors.

Jungaleers To Play
For Military Ball
Orchestra Composed Of Fourteen Pieces;
Claimed Among Best; Brokenbrough Leads
By Tommy Green
The Clemson Jungaleers will provide the music for
this year's Military Ball co-sponsored by the Central Dance
Association and Scabbard and Blade. This year's version
of the Jungaleers is considered among the best. The organization has been building up for the past three years
with more boys with more experience in the orchestra
than any of the previous bands. '
The Jungaleers will feature
fourteen pieces. George Brockenbrough, leader of the band, will
play tenor sax. Mac MacDaniel
will play third alto sax.
The lead sax will be handled

Registrars Meet
Clemson House
The twenty-fourth annual meeting of the South Carolina Association of Collegiate Registrars was
held at the Clemson House today.
The morning program was opened
with the invocation by Mr. H. J.
Howard, Dean of Instruction,
North Greenville Junior College.
Dr. F. M. Kinard, Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences of
Clemson, made the welcoming
address. The principal speaker for
the morning session was Dr. Roy
Armstrong, Director of Admissions
of the University of North Carolina.

by two experienced alto men,
Jerry Bass of Greenville will
handle the spot on Friday night
and Ben Ballenger of Spartanburg
will take the place on Saturday
night.
Cecil Fewj takes the ride tenor
sax position. Charlie Culler, on
baritone sax, will take some of
the rides. He has done some of
the arranging for the band.

TWO GRADUATES and former
members of the band will play
with the aggregation for this
week-end's dances. "Poo" Jones
and Foster Boone will be featured
in the trumpet section. Foster will
also be featured on vocals.
Jimmy Burns will double on the
lead trumpet with "Poo" Jones.
The band will have three
trombones for the first time.
They will be handled by Jack
Major, David Gentry, and Ken
Jar vis.
The rhythm section will be made
up of Gene Fersner on the drums,
Pete Peterson on the guitar, Lynn
* * *•
Waytt at the piano, and Jim HenFOLLOWING THE morning ses- derson on the base fiddle.
* *' *
sion an informal tour of the campus was conducted for the memFEATURED VOCALIST with
bers. During the afternoon a ses- the Jungaleers will be Corrie
sion of panel discussion was held. Unthank. Corrie was named Miss
Those members of the panel Greenville in 1950. She appeared
were Mr. B. L. Scoggins, Dean of on Horace Heidt's show recently
Spartanburg Junior College; Miss in Charlotte and has appeared on
Miriam Thompson, Registrar of Kirk Webster's disc jockey show
Limestone College; and Mr. John over WBTV. She has her own
G. Kelly, Registrar of Winthrop radio program in Greenville.
The Jungaleers were organized
College. Officers of the association include: Mr. Frank Logan, in 1920 by a group of students who
Registrar of Wofford College, pres- got together to play their interpreident; Mr. H. O. Strohecker, Regis- tations of the jazz of the 20's. They
trar' of the University of South began to hire themselves out for
Carolina, vice - president; Miss dances under the name of the
Louisa Trawick, Registrar of Con- Jungle Cats. After several years
verse College, secretary; and Mrs. the name was changed to The
Katie Hollingsworth, Registrar of Jungaleers.
At first there were six pieces—
Lander "College, treasurer.
banjo, guitar, cornet, piano, bass,
and drum.
In keeping with the trends of
dance bands, the Jungaleers revised their style. The band has
also inqreased in size in keeping
with the musical trends.
During the summers of 1936,
1937 and 1938 a group of the
The Baptist Student Union will Jungaleers played for dances
hold its annual banquet Satur- abroad liners sailing between
day night, March 28 at 6 p. m. in this country and Europe.
The band was disbanded during
the Saber Room of the Clemson
tne war years, but in 1946, with
House.
Willard K. Weeks, manager of the influx of veterans, there were
Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly, will more musicians on the campus
than the Jungaleers could handle.
be the guest speaker.
As a result a second band was
* * *
formed—The Brigadeers. This agRESERVATIONS
should be regation flourished for several
made with Ferdie Alsbrooks by years, but as the school returned
midnight tonight. Reservations to normal enrollment status, the
have been set at $1.60 per per Brigadeers was merged with the
son.
Jungaleers in 1949.
Entertainment will be provided
The Jungaleers has played at
by the Clemson BSU quartet and the University of Georgia for
a deputation from Winthrop Col- several dances .this year. They
lege.
have also had engagements at the
A party will be held at the Mt. Pleasant Yacht Club in
Baptist Church after the banquet Charleston, Converse College, and
for those not attending the Mili- Wesleyan College in Macon, Georgia.
tary Ball.

BSU To Hold Annual
Bannuel March 28
At Clemson House

Blood Center
Receives 528
Pints Blood
Five hundred and twenty-eight
pints of whole blood was collected
at the Red Cross blood center set
up in the basement of the Methodist Church. The blood was contributed by Clemson students and
residents of the community.
One hundred and sixty-four
pints were collected on Monday
between the hours of 11:00 a. m.
and 6:00 p. m. 364 pints were donated Tuesday between 11:00 a.
m. and 4:00 'p. m.

* * *

THE COLLECTION this week
fell short of the collection last
November by 43 pints. 571 pints
were collected then.
Tuesday's collection was the best
single day that the Asheville
Bloodmobile unit has ever had at
Clemson.
The blood program is under
the direction of the local Red
Cross Chairman, J. K. Parks.
Dr. C. W. Bolen was chairman
of this drive. Professor Frank
Burtner was in charge of the
student contribution drive.
Mrs. S. W. Watson was chairman of arrangements and volunteer workers for the drive. She
was assisted by Mrs. C. A. Reed.
Mrs. G. G. Henry was in charge
of the canteen and kitchen.

* * *

REGISTERED NURSES from
Clemson assisting were Mrs. A. E.
McKenna, Mrs. S. H. Fostei-, and
Mrs. Lucy DeYoung Cochran. The
nurses were assisted by Mrs. John
Royal, Mrs. J. M. Cook, Mrs. W. H.
Gray, Mrs. W. H. Burton, Jr., Mrs.
F. A. Schildhauer, Mrs. T. C. Culver, Mrs. E. J. Lease, Mrs. Walter
Mueller, Mrs. R. C. Shelley, Mrs.
P. H. Gooding, and Mrs. C. M.
Lund.
Dr. Bolen expressed his appreciation to all the student donors
for their cooperation in the drive.
He also expressed his thanks to
the members of Blue Key, Tiger
Brotherhood, and Alpha Phi Omega for their work in soliciting
student donors.

Jaycees Sponsor
Supper To Raise
Money For Team
The Clemsoh-Pendleton Jaycees
are sponsoring a fish fry supper
April 2 at the 'Y' cabin from 6 to
9 p. m. The purpose.of the supper
is to raise money to outfit the Calhoun-Ciemson High School baseball team. The entire proceeds
from the supper will be used for
equipping the baseball team.
Tickets may be purchased from
any Jaycee or from any member
of the baseball team. Also tickets
will be sold at the Clemson Theater
on Saturday, March 28, Monday,
March 30, and Tuesday, March 31
from 6 to 9 p. m.
Jim Danion will coach the team.
* * *•
FREE PRIZES will be given
away during the supper and it is
necessary that you be present to
win.
The Calhoun-Clemson PTO and
High School are working with the
Jaycees in sponsoring the supper
according to Dick Plyer, President
of the Clemson-Pendleton Jaycees.
Lawrence Fry is chairman of the
supper committee. He will be assisted by Charles McCuen.
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Oh! My Head; Try Using Lye To
Get Rid Of Oiiy, Itching Head

Western Union Threatens
To Reduce Local Hours

By Alan Cannon

UlE HAVE SEEN a notice posted in the local Western
Union office and also printed in this week's "Seneca
Journal" stating that Western Union officials are planning
to reduce their services for Clemson, and the other four
towns served by the local office, from the present 8 a. m.5:30 p. m. to 9 a. m.-5 p. m.

The Block C dance this past week-end
was something else. Someone told me that
was small compared to the usual Bolck C
dances. (It might not have been the big
dance of the season but I think that everyone had a BIG time). Well! All I can say
is if this last one was small then the big
one ought to be a Rose Bowl affair. Piano
Red really did a fine job of entertaining.
Yours truly has never been a "RED" fan
but after this past week-end—well "I got
the right string and the right Yo-Yo".

We have been unable to get any comment from the local manager, O. W. "Glad Tidings" Deason, either way, but
insofar as we can remember from the various conversations in the past, he has stated that he is not paid by the
month or by the week, but by the hour. The number of
hours which he works is, of course, set by Western Union.

ROSES ARE RED

VIOLETS ARE BLUE
THE MILITARY BALL IS NEAR
HOPE YOU WILL BE_ TOO

He told us once that he receives pay at straight time
for 40 hours a week, with time and one-half for each hour
over 40. The proposed hours total 36 hours per week.

The Executive Sergeants' Club has really been practicing the rifle and saber manuel. (I hear that some of the boys are
sleeping with their sabers). Looks like
they are going to have a great military
show put together for the lassies coming up
for the dance. The big question is "Who
will be the Honorary Cadet Colonel?"

The new hours will, in our estimation, not only cut
Deason's pay to roughly one-half of his present earnings,
but also deprive Clemson and the other surrounding towns
of the usually good service that Manager Deason has and
is now striving to give.
It has been heard also, that Mr. Deason has put out
"feelers" for a part time job here at Clemson, which indicates that he may be put in an embarrassing financial position if and when we as students and citizens allow these
hours to go into effect.
Last November, The Tiger ran a feature on "Glad Tidings" which he seemed to appreciate very much. He said
then, that if we here at Clemson appreciated him and his
service that much, he wanted to stay here indefinitely and
would strive even harder to please us with the telegraph
service we have every right to receive.

TALK OF THE TOWN

By Harold Owen

Guest Room Needs Spring Cleaning;
Use Enough Chlorophyll To DoThe Job
We have found him many times in the office working

trying to give to the students and the community good telegraph service, even sacrificing a part of his lunch hour as
well as many hours after closing time, time when any man
would like to be home with his family.
Last year, when the nation was in the grips of the widespread Western Union strike, Deason was one of a few
employees who refused to obey the wishes of the union.
He was sent to Columbia, where he was an asset to the
company, helping to keep that important office open.

Clemson's guest room definitely needs
some spring cleaning. The room is usually
kept clean enough but there are quite a
number of items that could be renovated
or done away with in the room that would
possibly give any visitors who might have
*o spend some time a much better impression of the barracks.
Unless things have changed since last
week, there are a few things that could
be cleaned out of the room such as flags
and an old radio set.

What we students must do is this. We must write letters and send petitions to the Federal Communications
If new lights could be installed in the
Commission, Washington, D. C, just as the notice in the room and if the room were painted it
would look a great deal better.
local office states.
Frankly, it seems to me that if any place
We must circulate as many petitions among us as is should be neat, comfortable, pretty, and
possible in the two-week period before the commission will cozy, the guest room should be that place.
act on the matter.
A great many people who never see the
We suggest that each company commander or first ser- inside of the barracks could really be imgeant circulate a petition on his company and mail it to the pressed by an outstanding appearance of
Clemson's guest room.
FCC in Washington.
We cannot let Deason, as well as ourselves, down. If BETTER WATCH BAD BREATH
In one of the college papers there was an
we do, he will be forced to move to another office. If we
article
written on the subject of the various
do, we will lose much of the service to which we have bechlorophyll
filled items on the market,
come accustomed.
namely chewing gum.
I dont know how the chewing gum companies react to such news as this but the article mentioned the fact that since chorophyll is such an expensive ingredient not
too much of it is put into each piece of
gum.

The Citadel Congratulated
On Its 110th Anniversary

CONGRATULATIONS are in order for The Citadel, the
Military College of South Carolina, on the observance
of its 110th anniversary. The event is an important milestone in the history of one of South Carolina's great institutions.
During its 110 years of development, The Citadel has
established a reputation that the entire state, including the
more youthful Clemson, can view with pride. The Citadel,
ranking as one of the finest colleges of essentially military
character in the nation, is a credit to South Carolina.
Since the dark days of the Civil War The Citadel has
served the state and nation by preparing its students for
peace and war.

It takes about a pack of gum to really
give the desired effect and one piece
doesnt usually do too much good, the article said.
All you people who have been filling
your mouths with disagreeable odors and
then taking chlorophyll to get rid of them
may not be so sweet smelling as you think.
So from now on if you are planning on
using this method for better breaths you
had better make sure that you have taken
enough pieces to do the job.

THE LATRINES NEED A
CHANGE OF WINDOWS
Maybe this difficulty is peculiar to the
latrines on our company, but in the morning especially the daily ordeal of attempting to shave off a few whiskers is made
even more trying by the brilliancy of the
morning sun which comes in through the
windows in the latrines, hits the windows
on one side and then reflects back to the
"ther side.
Sometimes it gets so bad that if you
are lucky enough to withstand the glare
until the shaving operation is completed
you spend the next hour trying to recover your eyesight.
Being one who enjoys seeing the sunshine in the morning—occasionally—I don't
propose that anyone should do anything
to prevent old Sol from drying the dew in
the morning.
But one thing that could be done is to
change the transparent glass in the latrine
windows with translucent glass to keep
some of the sunshine out from the shaving
area.
It would be nice to be able to shave in
the morning and not have to wear a pair
of dark glasses, even if it would mean looking at bloodshot eyes and study wrinkles.

THANKS TO THE BLOOD DONORS
The number of pints of blood that were
given in blood drive this week was not
quite as high as the number that was given
during the bloodmobile's last trip here, but
nevertheless the Clemson students can
still be proud of the amount that was donated.
A grand total of 528 pints of blood was
donated which was about 50 shy of the
number given last fall.
I am quite sure that no one is disappointed in the turnout of Clemson students
and those that did give can justly be proud
as well as being aware of the fact that their
blood might save someone's life on the battlefield.

. . . What about Korea? Even if there were no Koreas,
other problems would take its place. Life is no bed of roses.
Take the boy who has to work a couple of years to save up
for college. He has a problem. He doesn't give up and
forget about going to school. The world doesn't stop while
he faces his problem squarely and overcomes it. The same
should apply to Korea.
Another point he can knock around a bit is how lucky
he is. He should compare himself with other young men
over the world. The British boy, for instance, the one who
lost his mother and father during the last war. Place yourself in his shoes.
. . . We're pretty lucky here in the good old U. S. A. That
man in the wheel chair had the right idea when he said,
"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself ... So, in his
famed words, let's say, "We'll see this thing through yet."
(From The Chart, Joplin Junior College, Mo.)

A PASSING COMMENT
I feel that it is absolutely necessary that
someone say something about the laundry
service. (They rate as well as the mess
hall). The cadet laundry should really be
called a "mess Hall." (They sure do live
up to the slogan). From around and about
I hear that the laundry has at last secured
from the Textile department a slasher machine. That's the little wonder that rips
the buttons off shirts and sends them
through your socks and lodges them in your
undies. One might also take them for
thieves. The past three weeks the laundry has kept about half of my clothes. (Seriously, they do have an extremely bad
habit of keeping some of my wash.)
MY ADVICE FOR THE WEEK
I have chosen for my advice this week

the eternal necessity of keeping the scalp
clean. Have you ever had itchy scalp?
Do you lose your hair by the handfuls? If
you do then by all means you'll want to
read this article. (The methods that I
pass on are always the cheapest possible).
Go down to the hardware store and purchase a tall can of RED DEVIL LYE.
(don't lose your nerve yet). Come back
to your room and proceed to the shower.
When you get under the soothing luke-hot
water pour a short dose of the LYE on your
head. Massage into the scalp for about 15
minutes. Wash this out with any good
recommended shampoo. Try a second blast
of the LYE after your head cools off. Sooner or later your hair is bound to fall out.
When this happens, order a good looking
toupee for the now bald scalp. You'll find
that using this toupee will cut down tremendously the itchy, oily scalp that girls
hate. The second and most recommended
method is to use "MAMA'S METHOD.".
This consists of washing the scalp with
lemon juice. Added to this lemon juice is
a quart of some good old-fashion WHITE
LIGHTNING. As the liquid drops over
your face be sure that you don't allow any
to fall to the floor. The beauty of this is
vou can get a beautiful buzz on while treating your scalp.
TONIGHT'S ARTICLE WILL END MY
ADVICE COLUMN (written in a drunken
stupor).
FAIR HAIRED USEFULNESS
Everyone knows that a dumb blonde
(girl, that is) is a dope. A dope is medicine given by doctors to relieve pain, then
a dumb blonde is just what the doctor ordered, (for all males).
SEE YOU ALL AT THE MILITARY
BALL.
nite scouts

PLATTER CHATTER

By Earl Carnea

Boyd Has Two More Holiday Specials;
Nat King Cole's Blue Gardenia, 'Can't I'
The little fellow with the big room piano just about steals the
guitar, Jimmy Boyd, who first show.
popped up with his novel "I Saw
The up and coming band of
Mama Kissing Santa Claus" at
Ralph
Marterie has done up an
Christmas time, has two more
holiday specials. "Two Easter old tune with some new rapSunday Sweethearts" and "My pings. The job that he has
Bunny and My Sister Sue" have done on "Caravan" bas brought
the making of another million him to everybody's attention.
sales. The record company must
With all the big bands going
be saving all of Jimmy's talent
in for an occasional instrumental
for the holiday seasons.
Ralph Flanagen has hopped on the
wagon arid really taken the lead
with his "Hot Toddy" . . , Woody
NAT "KING" COLE with the Herman has gathered the "Third
graceful backing of Billy May and Herd" for another round up and
his orchestra has reached the point marketed two new tunes. "A Fool
where practically everything they in Love" is a rather dreamy baljust happen to record becomes a lard while "Buck Dance" is just
hit. Their two most recent re- what the name implies.
leases, "Can't I?" and "Blue Gardenia", are truly done as only this
combination can.
STAN KENTON has spent a
They have finally given Johnny
good many of the by gone months
Ray something "to cry about with
his newest recording of "Somebody in search of a singer to take the
Stole My Gal". His singing is a place of June Christy. His search
little more cheerful than it was on has finally paid off in big divihis record of "The Little White dends with a gal by the name of
Cloud That Cried", but the bar- Chris Conners. Her style is de-

The

We're Lucky; We'll See
This Thing Through Yet
YOUNG MEN of today are faced with the problem of
armed service. Still, this is no sign for them to stop
planning for their future. Hearing such statements as, "I
might as well go out and shoot the works; they get me
sooner or later," makes a draft-eligible student sit up and
take notice.
i
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finately one of her own with just
a slight touch of the June ChristyAnita O'day variations. Her first
records, "Bull Walked Around
Olay" and 'Jeepers Creepers" have
set her in solid with the Kenton
Clan.
In celebration of ten years of
recording nothing but the most
modern concepts of jazz Stan Kenton has recorded his new album
entitled "New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm."
In case any one is interested a
little singer by the name of Joni
James is in the market for a personal manager—somebody who
will spend twenty-four hours a day
promoting her career. From what
I've seen of Miss James she should
not have a bit of trouble.

PERCY FAITH has recorded the
title tune from the motion picture
Moulin Rouga with a truly full
treatment by the strings. For
music to relax to this has all the
requirements.

Tiger
Clemson A AM'

Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by the students of
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—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) is still wondering whether that umpire last week that the pansies of the week go
for the baseball game with Fort to Cart "Another big, bad vet" Pate
Jackson was a "blind rhino" or for his exhibition Saturday night.
Gary Byrd. Just from behind you If you can't hold it, don't drink it.
—OSCAR SAlTB—
couldn't tell the difference.
that there were two big barbe—OSCAR SAYS—
that Eddie "I couldn't even kiss cues last Saturday. The Block and
her" Bracken was so ingrossed in Bridle had one before the game,
trying to get that first kiss, he and the Block 'C had one after
didn't even know when the music the game. The only difference
was that the Block 'C displayed
stopped and started.
more pigs.
—OSCAK SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) always knew that
Jimmy "Caboose" Wells had plenty that he (oscar) will be on the
to show. And brother, he really lookout for the big military boys
this week-end. It's your night to
showed it Saturday night.
shine, boys.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) wonders why
Robie "The floor mop" Crouch was that he (oscar) spoke too soon
face down most of Saturday night. last week when he (oscar) said he
Looking for termites, Robie? Or couldn't get anything on the sweet
just tired?
Rast boys. But now he (oscar)
has something that can't even be
-OSCAR SAYS—
that Piano Red really had the printed. Naughty, naughty, J. D.
troops whooping and hollering at
—OSCAR SAYS—
the concert Friday night. It's a that he (oscar) understands now
pity more of the squares didn't how Cadet Captain Jones got his
take advantage of a good thing.
rank.

—OSCAR SAY*—

that Harold "The crier" Culler
looked like a wind-blown weeping willow all Saturday night. But
Sunday morning he looked like a
wet mop.'
—OSCAR SAYS—

that John "The Greenville sideswiper" Michaels really thought
he was a "
" Saturday
night. You're overdoing it a little,
aren't you, honey? This makes
your second date this year.
■ —OSCAR

SAYS—

that the two color corporals on
the Reigmental Staff really think
they're hot stuff. Watch your step,
big dealers, you might just get
burnt.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (oscar) hopes some of
the "mudders" and "swimmers"
will develop into "Mockers" and
"runners" before next season. A
great exhibition, but who was
which and where?
-OSCAR SAYS—

see you next week, you big
bunch of "gooks" and "chickeneaters."
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Letters To
Bear Tom,
From your vantage point you
must be able to perceive the "multi-dimensional and dynamic qualities" behind true scholarship.
You certainly see the inherited
(genetic) capabilities of each student and staff member, as well as
the very involved and dynamic
web of environmental (cultural)
impacts that are constantly shaping and re-shaping the College.
Tom, if only you could speak
tnd let us know the true meaning
of scholarship and disclose many
of the factors that are moving it
forward or detering it here at
Clemson.
Yes, Tom, tell us that although
scholarship is most difficult to define, it appears to contain such
ingredients as wisdom, faith, charity, curiosity, courage, and a determined drive that spurs true
scholars on toward an "intuitional
grasp of the whole;" with knowledge preparing the way.
Teach us again that wisdom has
been defined as "the art of the
utilization of knowledge." And,

Tom Clemson
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Nature Club To
Meet March 30

Vesper Program Given

The.Issaqueena Nature Club will
meet at 7 o'clock on Monday,
March 30, in the Chemistry Lecture Room for a talk and demonstration on trout-fly tying to be
given by J. E. Shigley, head of the
drawing and design department.
Some samples are to be given away
at the meeting. Anyone interested
in attending is invited to be present.

A deputation from the YMCA
presented a vesper program at Anderson College Friday night. The
group was under the leadership of
Jess White, president of the sophomore YMCA Council, and P. B.
Holtzendorff, Jr., general secretary of the Clemson YMCA.

By YMCA Deputation

was issued a copy of an address
delivered to the Cadet Corps by a
Those taking part on the provisiting Air Force general. We
gram included Bill Etheredge,
were instructed to keep this speech
Terry McMillan, Robert Randall,
and use some of its major points
At the meeting there will also George Harvey, Tom Bookhart,
to guide our lives here at Clemson.
be discussed the business connect- and Weston Weldon.
I think that there is another
ed with the coming talk by Charles
article that should receive similar
L Broley, a retired Canadian
treatment. I am referring to the
banker coming here on April 14
article of Major Jack Hamlin that
to show a movie and talk about his
for
appeared in the March 12 issue of
hobby of banding eagles. An arthe TIGER.
ticle was recently published in
Reader's Digest on Mr. Broley,
Major Hamlin pulled no punches
telling of his hobby and the numin declaring our need to prepare
ber of eagles that he has banded.
for eternity and I think the sincerity and conviction that was
The meeting Monday night is
Professor and Mrs. W. M. Shackelford examine
Pendleton. (Photo by Jack Trimmier).
shown should be commended by
to be handled by W. H. Purser,
some
of
the
valuable
antiques
in
their
home
in
aU.
assistant bee specialist, who is
president of the club, and E. E.
I am sure that there would be
SHOPS FOR MEN
Jones, mechanical engineering junless talk of corruption in our ArmClemson
Greenville
ior from Savannah, Georgia, who
ed Forces if our parents knew that
is the program chairman.
there are men who are willing to
express themselves in the manner
of Major Hamlin.
By Alan Cannon
PROFESSOR Shackelford came
Shackelford says that she has been
We are very fortunate in having
afforded the opportunity of meet- to Clemson in 1943. Before teachmen like Major Hamlin, for they
and
ing a wide variety of interesting ing here, Mr. Shackelford was emare truly "the salt of the earth . ."
John Haytas
CLEMSON, S. C.
people.
Dear Tom,
Sincerely yours,
ployed by the Aluminum Company
Contrary to present day conSee
us
for
wheel-balancing
and let us service your car
Wayne R. Davis
A few months ago each cadet
In their living room, one may of America and during the early
ceptions, the older homes of today
for those week-end trips.
do not contain the draftiness and find such personal treasures as a part of World War II, he served
mustiness so often associated with sterling silver tureen and a por- as an engineer for the United
age.
trait of the first Shackelford who States War Department, working
This fact can be proven by visit- came to South Carolina. This on fortifications of the Atlantic
Rembert Stokes
ing the home of one of Clemson's
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
coast line.
most likable physics professors, picture was painted sometime
—Open
24
Hours—
Tramp: "Has the doctor any Mr. W. M. Shackelford.
"Coise it, coise it!" cried the Wife: "Haven't you anything
shortly after the Revolutionary
Mr. Shackelford is a native of
villain as he grabbed the heroine nice to say about my mother?"
old pants he could let me have?"
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway
Charleston.
War.
Profesor
Shackelford,
who
is
a
around the aist.
Husband; "Yes, she objected to Lady: "No, they wouldn't fit graduate of Porter Military Acad"No it ain't either," she re- our marriage."
you."
emy of Charleston and Virginia
torted. "It's a goidle."
Tramp, "Are you sure?"
Polytechnic Institute, is the proud
A sure fire way for staying out Lady: "Quite sure. I'm the owner of one of the oldest houses
There once as a butcher named
in the Piedmont Area.
of the Army: Join the Marines. doctor."
Sutton
* *\ *
Whose wife was a glutton for
A faucet drips because it can't THE UNIQUE restoration of the
mutton.
"Most old maids would rather sniff.
house forms a perfect background
He sneaked up behind her
be wronged than President."
for Mrs. Shackelford's antique
Pushed her into the grinder.
Junior: "Mama, why doesn't shop. Among her antiques, one
No Sutton, no glutton, no
mutton ... no nuttin.
A lady stopped young Ernest Daddy have any hair on his will find such valuable pieces as a
Hepplewhite cabinet, a Sheraton
in the lobby of the hotel last head?"
First party boy to second party week and asked the location of
Mother: "He thinks a lot, sofa, and an English Regency banquet table obtained from a large
boy: "You drive — you're too the ladies' rest room.
dear."
drunk to sing.
Junior: "Mama, why do you plantation near Charleston.
"Right around the corner, ma- have so much hair?"
As an antique dealer, Mrs.
There was a young woman from dam," chirped Ernest as he
Mother: "Eat your breakfast,
grabbed a couple of bags from dear."
Iran
PICTURES AT
Who had trouble catching a man. another guest.
"Young man, ' shouted the The most observant person in
It was funny, you see,
lady, "I'm not interested in the world was the boy who noUntil she saw me,
prosperity,
Then she ran and she ran and
I want the rest ticed that Lady Godiva was rid"ON THE CAMPUS"
room."
she ran.
ing a horse.
Thursday, March 26
propriated by Congress to be used
Home: A place where a man is
OUTPOSTS IN MALAYA
Starring Claudette Colbert
for experimental work at the state free to say anything he pleases,
because no one will pay the slightJack Hawkins
experiment station.
est attention to him.
Fourteen examiners, as part of
March 27
DREAMBOAT
the U. S. Department of AgriculGing' r Rogers, Clifton Webb
ture, are sent out to 'the state staDr. David V. Lumsden, Experi- tions to make reports on research
Saturday Morning
THE HALF BREED
ment Station Administrator with progress to the Secretary of AgJanis Carter, Robert Young
offices in Washington, is at Clemriculture.
Children 5c—Others 9c
son for two weeks for the annual
The examiners suggest new
Do Aircraft Observers get flying training, too?
Must I be a college graduate to take Aviation Cadet Training?
examination of research methods
March 28
under the federal-grant funds at types of research for the stations, "GOES PLACES AND DOES THINGS'
Yes.
Aircraft Observer Cadets receive approximately 200 hours
No. But you must have completed a minimum of 60 semester
ROGUE RIVER
the South Carolina Experiment coordinate research among the sta- 126-128 W. Benson
ANDERSON. S. C.
hours or 90 quarter hours toward a degree. In addition, under
Rory Calhoun, Jane Liddell
of "in the air" instructions. The primary phase of Aircraft
Station.
tions, see that expenditures are
the new Aviation Cadet training program, you must be beObserver training is the same for all branches (navigation,
Late Show Saturday (10:15)
Dr, Lumsden will visit all the made in accordance with the act
tween the ages of 19 and 26 J^ years, unmarried, and in good
bombardment, etc.). The basic and advanced phases of training
"BEWARE
MY
LOVELY"
departments of the experiment sta- providing the funds, and to prophysical condition—with high requirements for eyes, ears,
vary, depending on the specific course you pursue.
Ida Lupino, Robert Ryan
tion and will visit several of the mote research work.
heart and teeth.
lub-stations around the state.
There are fourteen examiners
March 30
What kind of.airplanes will I fly?
* *• *
sent out to visit all the states,
PIRATES OF CAPRI
How long before I get my commission?
Alaska,
Hawaii
and
Puerta
Rica.
You will fly jets. The Pilot Cadet takes his first instructions in
Louis
Hayward,
Binnie
Barnes
UNDER THE provisions of the
60 calendar weeks. You will receive the finest aviation training
a light, civilian-type plane of approximately 100 horsepower,
Hatch Act, $12 million was apin the world—training that not only equips you to fly modern
March 31
then graduates to the 600 horsepower T-6 "Texan" before
DR, LUMSDEN, a horticulturist,
military
aircraft
but
prepares
you
for
executive
and
administraMONKEY BUSINESS
receiving transition training in jets. You then advance gradually
did undergraduate work at Cortive work as well. At the completion of your training, you will
Cary Grant, Ginger Rogers,
Drake's will set the pace in
until you are flying such famous first-line aircraft as F-86 Sabre,
nell University and received his
have acquired a commission as a 2nd Lieutenant and the
Marilyn Monroe
—STYLE
advanced degrees at the University
F-89 Scorpion, B-47 Stratojet, B-50 Superfortress. Observer
coveted silver wings of the United States Air Force.
Specializing in
—QUALITY
April 1
of Maryland. He has worked for
Cadets take flight instructions in the C-47 Dakota, the T-29
HOT DOGS
THE CROOKED WAY
—REASONABLE PRICES
the U. S. Department of AgriculConvair, and the TB-50 Superfortress before advancing to firstWhere do I take my training?
AND
HAMBURGERS
John
Payne,
Ellen
Drew
ture for the past thirty years. He
line
aircraft such as the F-89 Scorpion, B-47 Stratojet.
Featuring "McGregor" among
Open
'Til
1:00
A.
M.
Sonny
Tufts
Pre-fligln; training will be at Lackland Air Force Base, San
our many famous name brands has worked with the Office of ExAntonio, Texas. Primary, basic and advanced training will be
periment
Stations
for
the
past
five
of merchandise.
VV/7/ my commission be in the Regular Air Force or Reserve?
taken at any one of the many Air Force bases located throughout
years.
the South and Southwest.
Dr. Lumsden came to Clemson
Aviation Cadet graduates, both Pilots and Aircraft Observers,
from the experiment station in
get Reserve commissions as 2nd Lieutenants and become eligible
What happens if I flunk the training course?
Next to Center Theater
Georgia and will visit Iowa State
to apply for a regular Air Force Commission when they have
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Experiment Station after he has
Every effort is made to help students whose progress is unsatisTRAINING FOR INDUSTRIAL CAREERS
completed 18 months of active duty.
finished his work at Clemson.
factory. You can expect extra instructions and whatever indiOpportunities for summer employment in or near your home town
vidual attention you may require. However, if you fail to
How long must I remain in Service?
National Carbon Company, manufacturer of dry cells and flashcomplete the course as an Aviation Cadet, you will be required
lights, carbon and graphite electrodes and anodes, impervious
After graduation from the Aviation Cadet Program, you are
to serve a two-year enlistment to fulfill the minimum requirement
graphite, brushes for motors and generators, arc carbons and a
under Selective Service laws. Veterans who have completed a
tendered an indefinite appointment in the United States Air
wide variety of other industrial carbon products offers summer
tour
of
military
service
will
be
discharged
upon
request
if
they
Force Reserve and are called to active duty with the United
employment
to
'54
B.S.
and
M.S.
graduates:
Heating and Air Conditioning
fail to complete the course.
States Air Force for a period of three years.
CHEMISTS
- PHYSICISTS - ENGINEERS
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.
What pay do I get as an Aviation Cadet? And after?
Ceramic - Chemical - Civil - Electrical
What recreation and leisure time will I have as a Cadet?
Indusrial - Mechanical - and
As an Aviation Cadet you draw $109.20 a month pay. In
Discipline will be rigid—especially for the first few weeks.
addition, you get summer and winter uniforms, flight clothes,
'54 graduates in Business Administration
However, it is not all work. You'll find swiniming pools, handball
equipment, food, housing, medical and dental care and insurance
leading to interesting, rewarding careers following graduation
courts, movies and other forms of recreation on the post.
... all free. After you are commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant you
in research, process and products development, quality control,
SEE US TODAY FOR
will be earning $5,300.00 a year—with unlimited opportunities
production and methods engineering, sales and sales engineering.
Where will I be stationed when I get my commission?
Acceptance of summer employment does not imply any obligation
for advancement.
on the part of either the Company or the individual with respect
You may be stationed anywhere in the world ... Hawaii, Far
to permanent position following graduation but does provide
East, Europe, Puerto Rico, elsewhere. During your tour of duty,
Are all Aviation Cadets trained to be Pilots?
excellent opportunity for mutual exploration of advantages of
you will be in close touch with the latest developments in new
a career with well established company.
No. You can choose between becoming a Pilot or an Aircraft
flying techniques. You will continue to build up your flying
Observer.
Men
who
choose
the
latter
will
become
commissioned
Call in person or write to
experience and later should have no difficulty securing a CAA
officers in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation, or
THE SUPERINTENDENT commercial pilot or navigator rating.
Aircraft Performance Engineering.
prompt us to .work harder with all
the keen tools of modern science
and philosophy to re-discover and
apply these truths about scholarship.
Especially make clear to us, Tom,
that any solutions we apply must
be based upon a concept that these
problems are multi-dimensional
and dynamic. Warn us not to get
too set in our ideas, and, to avoid
"scattershot" solutions based upon
false concepts of scholarship
(gradepoints, grades, college diplomas, credits), lest we miss the
mark entirely or dust it ineffectively.
Finally, tell us again and again,
Tom, that this problem of scholarship has been with colleges and
universities ever since their start
in the Medieval Ages. Then, teach
us to smile a bit at the tremendous
"educational lag" demonstrated
therein.
D. E. Wade

Easter Clothes

ESQUIRE

Prof. Shackelf ord's Restored Home
Represents Comfortable Living

SKELTON SERVICE STATION

Gags From Other College Rags

Bill fir Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant

CLEMSON "Y"

Important facts about the opportunities for YOU
as a Commissioned Officer—Pilot or Aircraft Observer—
in the United States Air Force

Agriculture Dept.
Examiner Visits
Clemson Station

DRAKE'S

IF YOU CAN WIN
THESE WINGS YOU CAN EARN OVER
55,000 A YEAR AFTER GRADUATION

MEN OF '54

BILL MARTIN HEATING COMPANY

BOOKS -- PENCILS -- FOUNTAIN PENS
NOTEBOOKS -- PAPER -- OTHER SUPPLIES
|

INITIALS FREE ON ALL PENCILS AND
FOUNTAIN PENS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

We also have the new
REVISED STANDARD VERSION OF THE
BIBLE FOR SALE

Clemson Book
Store
CLEMSON, S. C.

AT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Cleveland Works
Edgewater Work*
Madison Ave. at West 111th St.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Chenvwa; Rd.
GREENVILLE, N. C.
East 14th & Cotanche SU.
ASHEBORO, N. C.
Highway 49
FREMONT, OHIO
1901 West State Street
BENNINGTON, VERMONT
401 Gage Street

COLUMBIA, TENN.
Santa Pe, Pike
NIAGARA PALLS, NEW YORK
Elizabeth St. at Buffalo Av».
rOSTORIA, OHIO
E. Tiffin & Town Street*
ST. ALBANS, VERMONT
Swanton Rd.
RED OAK, IOWA
1205 West First St.
CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA
Philippi, Pike

WHY NOT DROP IN DURING YOUR
SPRING VACATION AND GET ACQUAINTED
Products: "Eveready" Flashlights, "Eveready" Dry Batteries, "Prestone" Antifreeze, "Trek" Anti-freeze, "Acheson" and "National" Electric Furnace Electrodes, "Karbate" Impervious Graphite, "National" Carbon Brushes. "National"
Projector Carbons and a wide variety of "National" Industrial Carbon and Graphite Products for all industry.

Your future is assured if you can qualify! Here's what to do:
/Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth certificate to your nearest
Air Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill out the application they give you.
2 If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to take a physical
examination at government expense.
Q Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.
4 If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled for aa
Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service Act allows you
a four-month deferment while waiting class assignment.

WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS
Visit your nearest Air Force Base, Air Force Recruiting Officer,
or your nearest Air Force ROTC Unit. Or write to:
AVIATION CADET, HEADQUARTERS, U. S. AIR FORCE
Washington 25, D. C.

IJ..& AIR FORCE
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Tigers Top Citadel In Doubleheader
Wyman Morris Bats Tigs
ToClemson's
4-3,Tigers11-7
Victories
opened their bid for the Southern
By Carroll Moore

Joe Land rum With Fort Jackson
Team; He's In The Army Now
CLEMSON'S 1946 baseball team was opening their season
against Erskine on the mound for the Tigers was a
young freshman from Columbia, S. C, who was making
his debut in intercollegiate baseball. The youngster retired one batter after another in top-notch fashion.
Suspense grew rapidly in the crowd. When the game
was over, it was found that the young freshman, Joe Landrum, had not only led his Tiger mates to a 6-0 victory for
their first win of the season, but he had recorded his first
no-hit ball game. He struck out 15 hatters and allowed
but one ball hit out of the infield.
Last week-end Joe returned to the Clemson campus
with the Fort Jackson baseball team and I managed to pull
him aside long enough to talk with him and find out just
what all he has been doing in the baseball world since he
left Tigertown.

Signs Brooklyn Dodger Contract
AFTER TWO EXCEPTIONALLY good seasons with the
Tigers, the '46 and '47 campaigns, he signed a Brooklyn
Dodger contract for a small bonus. Even though he had
just finished his sophomore year here at Clemson, he felt
that at that time he had rather take a turn in big time
baseball than to continue in college. He was sent to Thomasville, N. C, Class D in the North Carolina State League
to complete the '47 season.
Here he won 8 games and
lost 4 while compiling the
second lowest carded average in the league, 2.71.
Joe began the 1947
season with the Greenville Spinners and after
winning 3 games with
only one loss, he was
moved to Asheville, N.
C, where he finished out
the season with a record of 17-4. With Asheville, Joe recorded the
lowest earned run average in the loop, 2.77.

Returns To Clemson For Degree
SINCE JOE HAD left school after his sophomore year, he
had, been returning to school each fall to gain as many
credits as he could toard getting his degree in architecture,
credits as he could toward getting his degree in architecture.
1951 in order that he might obtain his degree in February
of 1952.
While going to school here that spring, Joe helped
coach the junior varsity and stood out with the Brandon
Braves in the Western Carolina League. Joe seriously
considered staying here at Clemson and taking over the
head baseball coach's job, but was advised by Coach Howard to return to organized baseball.
Joe reported to spring training with Brooklyn, in
March, determined to make good despite a year's layoff.
He was again sent to Fort Worth where he really put
on a show for the baseball fans in that section of the
country.
By July 9 of that season, Joe had compiled a 15-0
record with the Cats and recorded eight s^"
three shy of the league record of 11 which is held by the
immortal Dizzy Dean. His earned run average was * i^w
1.94. He stood an excellent chance of topping that record
if he had stayed with the Cats for the remainder of the season, but was called up to Brooklyn at this time.

Reports To Dodgers In Mid sea son
REPORTED TO Brooklyn on Wednesday morning,
H EJuly
30 and the next afternoon he made his first major
(Continued on page 5)

NEW

NEW

Conference baseball championship Tuesday afternoon
when they downed The Citadel Bulldogs in both ends
of a doubleheader, 4-3 and 11-7.
Led by the hard hitting of
third baseman Wyman
Morris,
the Tigs spilled the Charlestonians in the first game of a double-header.
Morris started off
the season in fine fashion by batting 1.000, clouting a homerun
and bringing in four runs.
«•■-*«

BEN
"CRAZY" CROSLAND
started off on the mound for
the Tigers to go '^ree and onethird innings.
At
this
point
Charlie Hall took over to pitch
two and two-third innings when
O'Dell took over. He pitched the
remaining
inning in the
ball
game.
The Tigs started off with
a
bang, collecting two runs in the
first inning. They held the Bulldogs down until the fourth when
Chapman hit a two-run homer.
The Citadel collected one more
in the sixth but the Bengals
came back to take the game in
the last of the sixth by picking
up two more runs.
It seemed to be Wyman Morris' day against the Bulldogs.
In the second game, the sophomore third baseman got three
more hits in four times at bat,
batting in three runs and adding a double to his record. Morris was closely
followed by
leftfielder Doug
Kingsmore
who grabbed three hits for
four times at bat. Freshman
first baseman George Brodie
looked good in getting two for

Fort Jackson
Drops Tigs In

Exhibition, 5-2

As he showed signs of
progressing as a big time
pitcher, he moved into a big
time league with the Fort
Worth Cats in the Class
AA Texas League. He was
named the league's most
valuable pitcher as he
again figured second in
the earned run average for
the league with a 2.53 and
a 19-11 record.
He began the 1950" campaign back with Fort
Worth but was sent up to
the top of the ladder during that season to the
Brooklyn Dodgers. Before
leaving the Cats, Joe had registered a record of 10-7. With
the Dodgers, Joe took part in 9 games but failed to gain a
decision either way. He was sent back to Montreal to finish the season. Here he garnered 4 wins while loosing 2.

NEW

THE SHINING TOWER
ANDERSON'S finest and most modern equipped RESTAURANT
North Main Street at Whitehall.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY WALTER DORN AND VIC WILSON
both long indentified with the Restaurant Business in Anderson
The beutifully finished Dining Room will seat around 100 people
and is very nicely suited for parties. . . Regular meals, complete
with soup, salad, home made hot bread, dessert and drink, will be
served from 11 a. m. till 3 p. m. and from 5 till 9 p. m. A La Carte
Service from 11 a. m. till 10 p. m. CURB SERVICE and TAKE IT
HOME SERVICE from 11 a, m. till 12 p. m.

BENGALS TO
MAKE HOLIDAY
NC INVASION

Spring was really in the air
when the Fort Jackson Golden
Arrows defeated
the
Clemson
Tigers by the score of 5-2. The
game was played here last Friday afternoon.
The game was close from start
to finish. The score was 3-2 until the eighth inning when Tort
Jackson's Raddock
blasted a
home run with one mate aboard.
The blow came off of Tiger pitcher Neil Bates.
All of the Fort Jackson players were either professional or
minor league ball players. This
speaks well for the Tigers even
though they lost the game.
The Arrows outhit the Tigers
by only one hit. They collected
six hits and the Tigermen rattled for five. Cunningham was
the leading hitter for the soldiers
with two for four. Second baseman Roy Coker also got two hits
in three trips to the plate for the
Tigers.
Robert Harrison and Doug
Kingsmore played fine defensive ball for the Tigs. Both of
these boys turned in some fine
defensive plays.
Each coach used three pitchers.
Each hurler pitched for three innings.
There were only three extrabase blows. Two by Fort Jackson, and one by Clemson.
The complete lineup is as follows:
FORT JACKSON
AB R H E
Karcheck, ss
5 Oil
Taylor, 2b
._„3 10 0
Boiko, cf
_ ....5 0 0 0
Powis, rf
2 0 10
Cunningham, lb
4 12 0
Phillips, If
._. ....2 2 0 0
Raddock, 3b
3 1 1 0
House, c
..3 0 0 0
Craig, p
4 0 10
Beaty, p
1 0 0 0
Smith, p
2 0 0 0

The Clemson baseballers will
take a holiday cruise up through
the Tarheel state to do battle with
three top conference teams. Th«
Bengals will leave Tigertown
Thursday and will go up against
the North Carolina Tarheels Friday afternoon in Chapel Hill. Last
year the Tarheels skimmed by the
Tigers 4-3.

lecting three RBI's.
The starting hurler for the
second contest was Neil Bates
who held the Bulldogs down to
two hits in seven innings. Rob
bie Saylors took over in
the
eighth and after a four run rally
by the Bulldogs, retired the side.
Clemson piled up three more runs
in the last of the eighth after
which the umpire
called
the
game on account of darkness.

*■

* *' *
AFTER THESE TWO games
last Tuesday afternoon, the Tigers are supporting a 2-0 wonloss record in the Southern Con
ference.
Their real
test
will
come when the Bengals meet the
Duke Blue Devils Thursday afternoon at Clemson. Last year
the Dukes ended up on top of
the Conference and went on to
the NCAA playoffs.
Although
the Devils lost a few of their last
year's leaders, they are expected
to be the toughest contenders in
the Conference again this year.
Robert Harrison. Clemson's sonhomore shortis The Citadel catcher, Morrell. The Tigers
FIRST GAME:
stop, scores the first run in regular season play
lo„.. uie OJK.UVT by t.;e st,o.e oi 4T3 and the secCITADEL
AB R H PO A
for the Tigers. The other player in the picture
ond 11-7. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)
Denny, 2b..
4 0 0 2 0
Blanton, cf _ _ ..3 0 0 3 0
Walker, rf
..4 1 2 0 0
Allen, If _ _ _ _2 1 0 0 0
Brooks, p
..0 0 0 0 0
Brega, 3b
3 0 0 0 0
The Clemson College Track average track team and should also running well in this departChapman, p, If _ ..2 1 2 1 0
Strange, lb
3 0 1 4 0 Team will open their 1953 season end up with a better than aver- ment.
R. W. Shane has really shown
Morrell, c
2 0 0 8 2 next Wednesday when they meet age record.
Long, ss ..
..3 0 0 0 2 the Roanoke Tracksters here.
George Buck and Buck George fine form thus far in running the
After this meet, the Tigers will
a-Faust
1 0 0 0 2
will both run in the 440 yard dash. mile, as has J. F. Huggins and B.
match muscles with Georgia on
Buck George also performs well in Hydrick. D. C. Davis and J. O.
TOTAL
_ ....27 3 5 18 6 April 11, Davidson, Apdil 15; Fur- the broad jump and is expected to Brandt are also very good distance
men.
a—Struck out for Blanton in 7th. man, April 22; P. C, April 25; U. throw the javelin this year.
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A S. C. on May 2, and will end the
W. L. Fabian, a letterman in
The longest run, the two mile, is
'53
season
by
participating
in
the
Harrison, ss _ _ ..2 1 0 0 2
the broad jump, has shown that he being run by lettermen T. W.
Coker, 2b ..
3 0 0 2 0 State Meet at Clinton, on May 8 is out to bring in even more points Counts and W. C. Ervin. W. C.
Barnett, cf
3 1 0 1 0 and 9. The Roanoke, Georgia, Da- this year than he did last year.
Nettles and C. D. Smith are also
Kingsmore, If
2 1 0 1 0 vidson, and Furman meets will all
In the 100 and 220 yard dashes, running in this test of endurance.
W. Morris, 3b
2 1 2 2 2 be held here at Clemson.
letterman W. H. Freret has been
Coach "Rock" Norman has his
The returning lettermen domR. Morris, c
2 0 0 7 0
burning up the lanes. He is being
two
high
point
ment
back
from
Brodie, lb
_..2 0 0 5 0
pushed by F. C. Griffin, a fresh- inate the field events. Dreher
Gaines, rf ..
3 0 1 3 0 last year. They are Buck George man, and A. H. Cory,' also a fresh- Gaskin and A. T. Mitchell are in
the high jump. C. C. Fain, M. Y.
Crosland, p
1 0 0 0 0 and Dreher Gaskin. With these man.
Folger and B. G. Cochran are
Hall, p
-1 0 1 0 0 two returning lettermen—along
The
120
yard
low
hurdles
are
returning to their pole-vaulting
O'Dell, p___..0 0 0 0 1 witti fifteen others in the varibeing handled by W. H. Revell
events. L. J. Burns and L. A.
f-Rabon
1 0 0 0 0 ous events—Coach Norman has
and W. A. Radcliff, lettermen
the nucleus of a better-thanOdum are returning to throw
back from last year's team.
the javelin. M. L. Evans, H. M.
TOTALS
22 4 4 21 5
There are no lettermen returnMorris, Harrison 2. RBI: WilHodges, and C. F. Radcliff all
f—Struck out for Hall in 6th.
ing in the 120 yard high hurdles. lettered in throwing the shot-put
R H E liams 3, Bryce, Strange, ChapHowever,
R.
D.
Towell,
G.
D.
CITADEL
..000 201 0—3 5 3 man, Denny; Ooker 2, W. Morris Morgan, and D. L. Collins; have and discus.
CLEMSON
200 002 x—4 4 1 3, Brodie 3, Gaines 2. 2BH: W. all shown fine form in the trials.
The only boys in this year's
Errors:
Chapman,
Denny, Morris, Coker, Brodie. HR: WilIn the 880 yard run, letterman field events who did not letter
liams.
SB:
Long,
Walker,
BarStrange, Crosland. RBI: Strange,
R. S. Froelick is the leading con- last year are F. E. Metz, in the
Morrell, Chapman; W. Morris. nett. Sac: Harrison. DP: Bates tender for a starting assignment. pole voult, and C. T. Tisdale, in
to
Coker.
LOB:
Citadel
7,
ClemHR: Chapman; W. Morris. SB:
J. H. Thomas and C. S. Major are the broad jump.
Allen, Barnett. DP: Long to Den- son 8. BB: Williams 4, Bates 3,
Saylors
2.
SO:
by
Williams
4,
ny to Strange. LOB: Citadel 6,
Clemson 5. BB: Chapman 4, Brooks 2; by Bates 6, Saylors 1.
Brooks 1; Crosland 2, Hall
1. HBP: by Bates: Long and WilSO: by Chapman 7; Brooks 1; liams. WP: Brooks, Williams and
Loser
Crosland 3, Hall 2, ODell 2. WP: Bates. Winner: Bates.
Chapman, Crosland. Balk: Cros- Brooks.
Umpires- -Simpson, Weaver.
land. Winner: Hall. Loser: Chapman.
Umpires—^Weaver, Simpson.
SECOND GAME:
CITADEL
AB R H PO A
Denny, 2b
4 0 1 2 2
Blanton, cf
5 1 0 6 0
Walker, rf
4 1 0 0 0
Chapman, If
3 1 1 0 0
Strange, lb ..
4 1 1 6 0
Long, ss
..2 1 0 1 1
Mathews, c
.. ..4 0 0 7 0
Brooks, p ..__.. ..1 1 0 0 3
SHOPS FOR MEN
Williams, p
2 1 1 0 0
Clemson
Greenville

Thinclads Open Season Here Wednesday

Easier Pants

5

6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTALS....
_.30
Score by innings:

2

5

3

$2.65 "P
ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN
Clemson

Greenville

Taking a rest on Sunday, the
baseballers will travel back over'
to the Western part of the state
where they will meet the Davidson Wildcats on Monday.
Last year the Tigs split with the
Cats, winning the first 31-5 and
losing a heartbreaker later In
the season, 4-3.
The probable, starting backstop
for the Tigs will be Bobby Morris,
a freshman who has shown up
well in the games played so far.
At first will be another frosh,
George Brodie. Second base will
be held down by veteran Roy
Coker, and at the Hot Corner will
be hard hitting Wyman Morris.
The smallest man on the team,
Robert "Floppy" Harrison, will
have a big job of covering the
short stop position. In the outfield will be Kingsmore in left,
Barnett in center and Gaines in
right.

* * •*

THE ENTIRE TIGER pitching
staff will be ready for this road
trip. Leading the moundsmen will
be Billy O'Dell, Robbie Saylors,
J. C. Hicks, Charlie Hall, Ben Crosland, and Neil Bates.
These three games can virtually
make or break the Tigers' conference record for the year. All three
of these teams are tough conference contenders, and if the Tigs
take all three contests, it will add
greatly to their prestige in the
Southern Conference.

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

ENGINEERING

$8.93 up
ESQUIRE

TOTALS
34
CLEMSON
Harrison, ss
4
Coker, 2b
4
Barnett, cf
4
Kingsmore, If
3
Morris, W. 3b
.A
Morris, B. CJ
4
Brodie, lb
__3
Gaines, rf
2
Brown, rf
.
1
Odell, p
0
Bates, p
0
Hicks, p __ _ .... _.0
x Rabon
.0
yShane ....
....1 0

White Shirts

*

TO GRADUATES IN

TOTALS
30 7* 4 22* 6
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A
Harrison, ss
..4 1 1 0 1
Coker, 2b
5 1 1 3 1
Barnett, cf
..3 2 1 3 0
Kingsmore, If
4 3 3 0 0
W. Morris, 3b
4 2 3 0 3
Brodie, lb
5 1 2 8 0
Gaines, rf .. _ _ _ ..3 0 1 0 0
Three to Four Day Service
Brown, rf
0 0 0 2 0
Bomar, c
3 0 0 6 2
Jewelry
R. Morris, c
..0 0 0 1 0
Bates, p
3 1 1 1 4
1 Saylors, p_
0 0 0 0 0
f-Shane
..1 0 0 0 0
1 g-Shealy ..
1 0 0 0 0
1 h-DeBruhl
1 0 0 0 0
0
0 TOTALS
.37 11 13 24 11
0
*—Game called with 1 man out
0 in 9th.
1 CITADEL _ 000 120 04— 7 4 5
0 CLEMSON 013 031 03—11 13 5
0
Errors: Blanton, Chapman 2,
Seneca, S. C.
0 Walker, Mathews; Brodie 2, W.
0
0
0
GET READY FOR THE BIG DANCES!
0

EXPERT
WATCH REPAIR

Elgin

Hamilton
Watches

SENECA
JEWELERS

R H E
Ft. Jackson _ 100 200 020—5 6 1
Clemson .. _ ..001 000 100—2 5 3
x—Hit by pitched ball in 4th. for
O'Dell.
y—Flied out for Coker in 9th.
2b—Brodie, Powis.
HR—Raddock in 8th.
five, hitting a double and col-

*

SATURDAY THE Bengals will
journey over to Raleigh to fight
the Wolfpack from North Carolina
State. Both games with the Wolfpack were rained out last year
so this will be their first meeting since 1951.

Buy or rent Dinner Jackets, Tuxedos, and all
Accessories at HOKE SLOAN'S

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

All units of the Bell Telephone System
play parts in the satisfying and rewarding
job of making this country a nation of
neighbors.
The telephone operating companies and
Long Lines provide local and Long Distance telephone service that makes it possible to reach most everyone in this country
and many people in foreign countries.
Bell Telephone Laboratories invents and

COLLEGE MAJOR

TELEPHONE
COMPANIES 8
LONG LINES

designs and Western Electric manufactures and distributes the equipment that
makes service better year after year.
The Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of
Western Electric, is concerned with'the
military application of atomic energy.
The chart below may help you in considering how your education has prepared
you for a starting job with one of the Bell
Companies.

WESTERN
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

BELL
TELEPHONE
LABORATORIES

SANDIA
CORPORATION

Engineering
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Physical Sciences
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

Arts and Social Sciences

TIGER TAVERN Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 7 a. m. 'Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS

X

Business Administration
Industrial Management .

X

X

If you would like to know more about Bell System employment, your Placement Officer will be glad to help you.

Will Be Open Late For AH Dances
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"

Thursday, March 26, 1953

Pendleton Excelsior Wilson To Speak At
Finishing Plant Holds
Camp Long Meeting
Open House April 2 The Rev. Iaio Wilson, Professor of Religion at Davidson

ORANGE SQUAD TOPS WHITES
326 IN IMF JSIVE BATTLE
By Frank Anderson
Last Saturday afternoon, some five-hundred rainsoaked fans witnessed the unveiling of the Split-T formation for the Clemson Tigers. A split up Tiger team duled
each other in the main spring football attraction in the
Piedmont.
The Orange jersey-ed first team
took the coveted lead after about
six minutes of play and went on
to overcome the hard fighting
Whites 32-6.
A new pass combination of
Don King to Dreher Gaskins was
uncovered in this mud battle
last Saturday afternoon.
The
Anderson frosh quarterback,
with the coolness of a veteran,
had no trouble in finding: the big
senior end. You will remember
. that the last two seasons Gaskins
has been out of the Tiger lineup with injuries. Because of
this, it was not until last Saturday afternoon that the possibilities of this King to Gaskins
combination were shown.
The entire Orange line showed
tip well with the workhorses
adopting themselves well to playing defense as well as offense. The
big center, Andy Smalls, seemed
just as much at home in handling
the ball back to the quarterback as
he did in centering the ball all of
the way back, on the single wing.
The. two Orange tackles, Nathen
Gressette and Clyde White. caked
the white jersey-ed .offense with
mud in their furious defensive
play. Rounding out the Orange
line was left end Scott Jackson,
left guard Nolten Hilderbrand and
right guard Joe Lamontagne. All
of these men stood out in the
Orange team's rousing victory.
Playing along side of Don King
in the Orange backfield was Ken
Moore at right half, Buck George,
at left half, and Red Whitten in
the fullback slot. The entire backfield, mud or no mud, showed to
be very aggressive in running the
new split-T plays. Crimmins Hankinson stood out for the Orange
reserves in the fullback position.
The big gun for the White team
was undoubtedly quarterback Forest Calvert. A southpaw, Calvert
is dubbed to see a lot of action
during the 1953 season. Freshman
Billy O'Dell a prep All-American
from Newnan, Georgia, showed a
lot of promise and will fight many
a gridiron battle for the Tigers he
fore he leaves this institution. At
the left halfback position was the
Columbia ace, Jimmy Wells. A ten
second man, Wells' speed enabled
him and will help him next season
to pile up much yardage against
the opposition. In the fullback
slot for the Whites was 1951 regu
inr, Larry Gressette.
Gressette
mised the boat"lasir season when
he was out for the majority of
the season with injuries. Looking
good and quarterbacking the second White team was Jerry Ard,
a junior from Hemingway*
Leading the White line was
center Wingo Avery and freshman giant, B. C. Inabinet. These
two boys were definitely the big
guns in the line for the second
team. The entire White line
gave the Oranges plenty of tough
apposition. At the flanks were
Laraway and Carlton. Mattos
ran from the right tackle slot
while Wild and Russell filled the
guard slots. Showing up extra
well in the White's reserve line
was Charles Maloney. Maloney
looked good in offense as well as
shining on defense.
Scoring started early in the contest with Don King spearheading
an Orange drive and finally pitching out to Red Whitten on the six
yard line who went over for the
tally. Ken Moore added the extra
point. After a White drive into
Orange territory, the Oranges regained the ball on downs and
marched back up the field with
Crimmins Hankinson carrying the
mail over on the first play in the
second quarter. The conversion
was no good and the Oranges led
13-0. A fumble turned into disaster for the Oranges and an answered prayer to the Whites. Bob
Fritts drove to the five yard line
and on the very next play took
the ball over the goal untouched
for the first and only White score.
The try for extra point was unsuccessful.

Swimming Class
Starts March 30
Instructional classes in competitive swimming for men interested in trying out for the
swimming team during the 195354 season will be held at the
YMCA pool starting Monday,
March 30, at 4:30 p. m.
All students interested in becoming competitive swimmers
are urged to attend the tryouts.

Io the third quarter Don King
thrilled the rain drenched fans
returning a White punt 69 yards
for an Orange touchdown. The
next Orange score occurred
when giant end Dreher Gaskins
pulled In a short jump pass from
quarterback Don King, stiff
armed one White defender and
went all the way in a play that
covered 63 yards.
The last score of the ball game
came with Jimmy Wells back to
punt for the White team. The ball
flew over his head to the White
fifteen where the Orange team
took over. After gaining a first
down on the five, three plays later
Orange quarterback Don Ross
sneaked the ball over for the score.
The try for extra point was blocked when freshman guard Ormond
Wild charged through to destroy
the play. The entire fourth quarter saw both teams fighting furiously to add to their score and
neither one gained the upper hand.
STATISTICS
ORANGE
WHITE
191
Yds. Rushing
157
19
51
Yds. Lost Rush
172
Yds. Net Rush
106
7
Passes Attempted
4
1
Passes Completed
2
0
Passes Int. By
1
10
Net gain pass
97
182
Total Offense
203
13
First Downs
14
4
Punts
3
28.5
Punting Adv.
26
2
Fumbles
3
1
Fumbles Lost
1
2
Penalties
4
20
Yds. Lost Pen.
40

The Excelsior Finishing Plant
at Pendleton will hold an open
house for its employees,
the.T
families and the general public,
Thursday, April 2 from 12:00
noon until 8:00 p. m.
This will be the first occasion
of its kind open to the public
since the finishing plant began
operation in 1949. There will be
guided tours by qualified personnel which will help visitors to
become familiar with the operations of the plant. The various
stages of processing material will
be demonstrated.

* * *

MRS. W. HARRELL WILSON

FAMOUS FLORAL DESIGNER
TO BE PRESENTED BY ASHS
By Don Dunlap and Ed Eaton
Mrs. W. Harrell Wilson of Greenville, well known for
her work with Garden Clubs throughout the southeast, will
be presented by the Clemson Junior Branch of the American Society of Horticulture Science on April 8 from 3 to 5
p. m. in the Lounge of the Clemson House.
By the combined use of her
magic hands and sparkling commentary, Mrs. Wilson's artistic
skill in color and flower arrangement has held her audiences spellbound. She has a lighthearted approach to the subject
and undertakes to teach in all
growing things, shapes and colors which will blend harmoniously into striking and original arrangements.
Someone aptly remarked about
the titan-haired lady, "As one

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from page 4)

league start against Pittsburgh at Ebbets Field. He went
the full distance, a rarity with Brooklyn pitchers at that
time, in beating the Pirates 4-1.
This was the only game that Joe won during the season with Brooklyn as he was charged with 3 losses.
In
his 6 starting assignments with the Dodgers, he met Murray Dixon of the Pirates twice, Robin Roberts of the Phillies three times, and Sal Maglie of the Giants once. It was
a rough road to travel for a youngster just hitting the major leagues.
Joe had to take quite a cut in salary this season as
he entered the Army February 27, receiving the rating
of sergeant, the rank which he held in Clemson's Organized Reserve Unit.
Joe said that he felt that he was next in line for the
draft so he decided to enlist and obtain his sergeant rating.
At the present time, Joe and his wife are living in Columbia, his home town, while he is stationed at Fort Jackson
and playing ball with the Golden Arrows.
When asked about thrills during his many baseball
experiences, Joe exclaimed that he had had many but he
thought that his biggest thrill came last season in the World
Series game between Brooklyn and New York. He said that
even though he did not participate in the series, being a
member of the Dodger squad during the heated series
thrilled him most.

Teamed With Major League Stars

SPORT (OATS
$14*98 UP
ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN
Clemson

Greenville

watches the exquisite beauty of
her arrangements unfolding, her
kinship with the Creator of all
beauty is felt."
* * *
LEARNING FROM Mrs. Wil
son is an adventure in itself for
she has developed a truly revolutionary method of simplifying the
basic principles of flower ar
rangement.
Mrs.
Wilson's latest honor
came with an invitation from the
State Garden Club of New York
to participate on the program of
Mrs. Lauren Dodson in an interview January 12. She was asked
to exhibit a contemporary modern arrangement influenced by
the classic Greek at the New
York state meeting at the Biltmore Hotel.
Representatives from the entire nation were present at this
meeting, and Mrs. Wilson was
the first and only southerner to
receive an invitation to exhibit
and speak at this big national
conclave.
In addition to meeting requirements to become a nationally accredited judge and instructor under national supervision, Mrs.
Wilson has had four credited
courses in New York and private
lessons from five nationally recognized
authorities. She has
served as president of a great
many civic organizations, chairman of civic and welfare boards,
and has been active in garden
clubs for the past fifteen years.

EXCELSIOR Finishing Plant is
one of twenty Deering Millikin
Mills in South Carolina.
The
plant finishes worsteds for both
civilian and military use and it
also finishes worsted and synthetic blends as Visa and Lorette,
glass fabrics, draperies and upholsteries, parachute cloth, pontoon cloth and Millum, the metal
insulated lining.

Lutheran Students
To Elect Officers
The Clemson Lutheran Student
Association will hold elections for
officers on April first, 1953, at 6:30
p. m. All members are urged to
attend.
A report on the- activities and
projects completed by the L. S. A.
in the past year will be presented
at this time.
A report on the activities and
projects completed by the L. S. A.
in the past year will be presented
at this time.
Holy Communion service will be
held at 7:00 p. m. and those interested in partaking are urged to
be present.
flower arrangement.
There will be no sale of advanced tickets, but there will be
an admission charge of $1 at the
door.
Refreshments
will
be
served.

College, will be the principal speaker when the students
from 16 South Carolina colleges meet at Camp Long near
Aiken on April 24-26 for the annual spring conference of
the South Carolina State Christian Association.

NTMS Takes In
7 New Members
The National Textile Manufacturing Society received seven new
members at a special meeting on
Tuesday, March 24. The new
members are, R. C. Southerlin, sophomore of Marietta; J. H. Moore,
sophomore of Toccoa, Ga.; R. T.
Mitchell, sophomore of Greenville;
R. F. Compton, junior of Laurens;
J. E. Truelove, sophomore of Sanford, N. C; and R. P. Whitner, junior of Union.
A panel discussion will be held
on Tuesday, March 31. Professors
T. D. Efland, North Carolina State
graduate, H. L. Loveless, Texas
Tech graduate, and J. C. Hubbard,
who did graduate work at Georgia
Tech, will lead a discussion on different textile school practices.

The State SCA represents the
MORE THAN 150 students were
combined efforts of the Student in attendance at the Fall ConChristian Association and "Y"
ference of the State SCA when the
groups in South Carolina colleges.
group met at Camp Long this past
* ** *
Colleges repreA NATIVE OF Scotland, Rev. October 10-12.
Mr. Wilson earned his MA and BD sented in the Association are Andegrees at Edinburg University derson College, Clemson College,
from 1932 to 1938. During 1937, Coker College, Columbia College,
Mr. Wilson did graduate study at
Converse College, Erskine College,
Marburg University in Germany.
He is an ordained Presbyterian Furman University, Lander ColThe only safe and sure way to
minister.
lege, Limestone College, Newberry
From 1939 to 1946, Mr. Wilson College, Presbyterian College, destroy an enemy is to make &
served as a Chaplain in the British Spartanburg Junior College, The friend of him.
Army. Prior to coming to' the Citadel, University of South CaroUnited States, he served as Head
of Religious Affairs Branch of the lina, Winthrop College and Woffor
British Military Government in ford College.
Germany, and as Secretary for
When a girl marries a man to
Germany of the World Council of
mend his ways, she is apt to find
Churches, Geneva, Switzerland.
that he isn't worth a darn.
Rev. Mr. Wilson was the principal speaker at the University of
EAT AT
South Carolina's Religious Emphasis Week during 1951. The author
of numerous articles on religion, Sam's Luncheonette
SHOPS FOR MEN
116 North Main Street
short stories and poetry, Mr. WilClemson
Greenville
n is married and has three chilANDERSON, S. C.
dren

Easter Clothes

ESQUIRE

IN ADDITION TO his teaching
duties in the Department of Religion at Davidson College, Rev. Mr.
Wilson is presently serving as the
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Davidson YMCA.
During the three day meeting at
Camp Long, Mr. Wilson will address the student delegates four
times, using as his general theme
the study of the Holy Bible. His
addresses will be "Why Read The
Bible—A Study in Incentives,"
"God's Word in History," "God's
Word in Individual Life.' and
"God's Word in Jesus Christ."
In addition to Rev. Mr. Wilson's
addresses which will come during
the morning and evening worship
periods, the weekend will consist
of numerous workshop or study
groups and periods of recreation.

HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
■

—Engineers—

SOUTH CAROLINA

GREENVILLE

KLUTTZ
STEAK
HOUSE

SHOP GENE ANDERSON'S
CAROLINA'S FINEST
"QUALITY COSTS NO MORE"

ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Men Always Welcome at

THE ELITE
Anderson, S. C.

FEED YOUR GIRL THE BEST!
LET HER TRY OUR DELICIOUS STEAKS AND
CHOPS THIS WEEK-END

* * *
HAVING SERVED as president
of her local garden club, she has
also served as chairman for two
large flower shows and state
president of national accredited
judges. Mrs. Wilson teaches a
special class in arrangements for
young children and writes special notes for each course that she
teaches.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Schillitter
will serve as host and hostess for
Mrs. Wilson's demonstration on

I BELIEVE THAT we will hear much of Joe in the way of
baseball this season. The Fort Jackson team is made up
of minor and major league baseball stars from every section of the country and Joe's superb pitching ability will
be a great asset to them this campaign. The Golden Arrows have such boys on their team as "Pig" House, rookie
catcher that signed a pro contract with the Detroit Tigers
for the vast sum of $75,000, Fred Throneberry, an outfielder Chiropractic Health Service
109 Hillcrest Extension
who played last season with the Boston Red Sox, Bubba
PHONE 6904
Phillips, an outfielder who hit 19 homers with Buffalo in Office Hours: 2 to 6 P. M.
the International League last season, and Carl Powis, an- Tuesday and Friday Nights
other outfielder who played with the Anderson Rebels last
Until 8
year and slapped 25 circuit clouts. These stars and many Mornings by Appointment
Closed All Day Thursday
more will make Fort Jackson among the top contenders
for any Army league crown.
When I asked about his style of pitching and his
best pitch, Joe replied, "I don't have any special pitch
as most pitchers do, but I just try to outsmart the batter by throwing him different pitches and using my
change-up occasionally.
FRIDAT AND SATURDAY
"I try to figure out what he is expecting and what he j
MARCH 28 & 28
had rather have and give him the opposite." Well, if those
"THE STOOGE"
are Joe's tactics, his records show that he does very well
this way and that a pitcher like that does not have to rely Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis
on one special pitch.
Joe is only 24 years old now and we figure him to
MONDAT AND TTJESDAT
have many more good years of baseball left. He may be
MARCH 30 - 31
sure that students here at Clemson that knew him and has
Irving Stone's best-seller
seen him play will be pulling for him regardless of which
"THE PRESIDENT'S
league he is in and team he is pitching for. He is a great
guy and a great ballplayer!
LADY"

Dr. Georganna
McDaniel

Clemson Theatre

Susan Hayward Charlton Heston

STRENGTHENS LEAD %
The addition of a small percentage of the element tellurium doubles the strength of lead, as well
as increases its resistance to vibration, heat and corrosion.

Easter
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The taste thats in a cigarette
Is just what counts with meK you're the same, then look no more,
Try luckg Strike and see! *
Richard S. Bunnewith
Boston University

Nothing-no. nothing-teats better taste

andLUCKIES
TASTE BETTER!
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
whafs more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike...

Be HaPpy-60 LUCKf!
Where's your jingle? It's easier than you think
to make $25 by writing a Lucky Strike jingle like those
you see in this ad. Yes, we need jingles—and we pay $25
for every one we use! So send as many as you like to:
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N.Y.

WEDNESDAT, APRIL 1

"LEAVE HER TO
HEAVEN"

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
Phone 3821
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUT CHEVROLETS THAN ANT OTHER CAB

Gene Tierney . Cornel Wilde
Jeane Crain

THURSDAT, MARCH 2

"BLACKBEARD THE
PIRATE"
Robert Newton - Linda Darnell
William Bendix
Color by Technicolor

I love to bowl, but seldom strike;
It takes good luck you see.
But Lucky Strike, the smoke delight.
Sure made a hit with me i
Rose G. Starr
Creighton University

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

OA.T.C*

THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"
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Clemson Episcopal Church
Was First In Community
By John Patrick
The history of Clemson's Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church has been
truly inspiring. Built in 1890, it
was the first church to hold services in the community. The first
building, a frame structure, was
erected on the present site but
with the long side parallel to the
Seneca highway.

| The lot on which the church,
i parish house, and rectory now
| stand was bought for seventy-five
dollars, and finished structure cost
$777.

IN 1928, because of the untiring
efforts of the rector, Reverend
Capers Satterlee, the frame building was moved into its present location and brick veneered.
At this time, the parish house
was erected as a recreation hall
for the students. This building
was named for Reverend Kirkman
G. Finlay who was responsible for
the construction of the rectorv in
1906.
Holy Week will be observed at
When at the time of his resigSaint Andrew's Catholic Church in nation, the rectory had not been
a series of services beginning fully paid for, Mr. Finlay, who
Palm Sunday, March 29.
later became Bishop of Upper
Daily mass will be observed on South Carolina, generously paid! the church has been of great ser-1 Almost every organization on proud of its service, both material
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday the debt himself.
vice to the community. Built as a I the campus has at one time used and spiritual. Under the.capable
at 6:30 a. m. On Thursday the
The Holy Trinity Church has recreation center for students, it is j the parish house for meetings. At leadership of Mr. Gribbin, the
Mass commemorating the institu- been very fortunate in its lead- the largest room of its kind, ex-1 present it is being used by the church, encouraged by its past
tion of the Holy Eucharist will be ers, both rectors and laymen. eluding the college gymnasium, on ; Little Theater, Girl Scouts, Sun- achievements, is looking forward
celebrated at 8:30 a. m. A Holy The Reverend O. T. Porcher, the campus.
! day School, and Canterbury Club, I to a continuing, inspired, and everHour will be conducted before the rector of St. Paul's, Pendleton,
■o ,
^
„. ,. „
ithe Episcopal student organiza- broadening service to the student!
Before the Field House was . .
_. .
, ,
Altar of Repose on Thursday eve- was instrumental in establishing
tl0n
built,
the
building
was
used
prin-;
- Tt has also been used for the and community.
ning at 7:30 p. m.
the church. Not only did he
hi h
jcipally for basketball. All intra-: S school Canteen and for piccontinually work toward the
I mural games were played under' nics and parties.
organization of the church, but
T-n
THE GOOD FRIDAY service
*™"°nt vears Badminwill begin at 8:30 a. m. The eve- for some time he acted as its ton and shuffelboard have replaced
rector, also.
Towle, Reed and
HOLY TRINITY Church, today
ning services on Good Friday at
The
first
memorials
and
fun7:30 and will consist of Station of
composed of 360 members, 150 of
Barton Sterling
At one end of the building is
the Cross, Sermon and Veneration rishings were given by Colonel M.
whom are students, can well be
of the Cross. There will be no B. Hardin, then head of the Chem- a stage which is used chiefly as
and
morning service on Holy Saturday. istry Department, and Dr. P. H. a lounge today. To the right of
the
stage
is
a
kitchen
which
is
E.
Sloan,
first
college
treasurer.
Oconee
Office
Supply
The Holy Saturday Service will be
Many Other Nationally
the "Easter Vigil" of "Nightwatch." Rector from 1917-1921 was Rev- conveniently located to serve the
OFFICE - SCHOOL - CHURCH
The service will begin at 11:30 erend James M. Stoney who later banquets held in the large room.
Advertised Quality
SUPPLIES
The shower room in the basep. m. with the Blessing of the New became Bishop of New Mexico.
Business
Machines
Sales
and
Reverend
John
A.
Pinckney,
now
Fire, Procession with the Easter
Lines
ment has been converted into
Service — Seneca, S. C.
Candle, the reading of the "Exsul- rector of St. James, Greenville, badly needed storage space.
tet"—the Easter Song, Prophecies, guided the church through the
Litany, Renewal of Baptismal years of World War Two and the
Vows, and the Easter Vigil Mass— expansion following it. Reverend
Emmet Gribben, the present poputhe First Mass of Easter.
JEWELERS
The principal parish Mass on: lar and able rector, has successAnderson,
S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
fully
led
the
church
during
the
last
Easter will be read at 10:30 a. m. j
and will be followed by the Bene several years.
Phone 406
Phone 744
* * *
diction of the Most Blessed Sacra
ANDERSON, S. C.
ment.
THE PARISH HOUSE adjoining

Holy Week Will
Be Observed At
Catholic Church

Sponsors for the Central Dance Association for
Military Ball are: Top row (left to right) Joe
Dell Strickland, Greenville, for president Mike
McMillan, Greenville; Libba Blanding. Sumter,
for vice-president Bubba Snow, Hemingway;
and Shirley Jones, Greer, for secretary-treasurer Miles Bruce, Greer. Bottom row: Emily
Wood Coxe, Sweetbrier College and Mont

Clare, for publicity chairman Gilbert Campbell, Greenville; Mrs. Jack McCachren, Concord, N. C, for floor chairman Jack McCachren, Concord, N. C; Dolly Dennis, University
of South Carolina and Charleston, for placing'
chairman Ames Wells, Columbia; and Gladys
Davis, Midville, Ga., for alternate decorations
chairman Bob Beattie, Augusta, Ga.
cies.

Students Poll Against
Discriminatory Clauses

Here's the breakdown:
North South
Approve .... .
20% 44 c/o
Disapprove
71% 44%
No Opinion
7%
8%
Other
2%
4%

By Associated Collegiate Press ■ fraternities and sororities have As for policies which limit memMost college students are against; clauses in their constitutions stat- bership to non-Jews, 'student opindiscriminatory clauses in fratern-j ing that they will accept as mem- ion is as follows: Approve, 12 per
ity and sorority constitutions, ac- bers only individuals of the white cent; Disapprove, 80 per cent; No
cording to the ACP National Poll! race. How do you feel about this opinion, six per cent; Other, two
per cent.
of
Student
Opinion.
Clauses] policy? The answers:
which discriminate against Ne.
25 per cent
groes meet with more approval! Approve ....
"PEOPLE OF the Jewish faith
65 per cent
than clauses which discriminate Disapprove
I usually have their own fraternities
7
per
cent
No
opinion
•gainst Jews.
.
3 per cent (and sororities," says a sophomore
Other
* » *
I coed at Richmond Professional InTHE POLL WAS taken last De"I would have it no other way," j stitute, Va.
cember against a backdrop of in- says a student from the University
Says a senior at the University
creasing student dissatisfaction of the South, Tenn., referring to
j of Toledo who disapproves of
with national bias clauses. Fra- all-white fraternities.
"Aryan" clauses, "I believe in
ternity chapters at Williams, AmA freshman at the University of
herst and elsewhere have recently Nebraska is sorry he approves of equal rights."
violated their national constitu- bias clauses. "Wish I felt differtions by admitting either a Negro ently," he says, "but habit and
or a Jew.
training are hard to overcome."
Student governments at more
Students in the South are evenly
than a dozen universities and col- divided on the question, while stuleges have set deadlines for fra- dents in the North are overwhelmternities to get rid of bias clauses ingly against discriminatory polion penalty of expulsion.
Last month the student council
STOP AT
at Rutgers University, N. J., opened a nationwide drive to help
Greek chapters persuade their naSHOPS FOR MEN
tional organizations to change the For Sandwiches and Shakes.
Clemson
Greenville
clauses.
Open til Midnight nightly
ACP asked the question: Some

Sporting Goods

You Can Label This . ..

$32.50 UP
ESQUIRE

PLACE

"THREE DIMENSION
irvwyvwvY/vwYyy%i

CHOCOLATES
ONLY

$1.39

Sparing no expense and no effort, The Anderson

RED CANUP SAYS...

CANDIES
SELECTED MILK

ff

Coverage!

EASTER
2 LB. PACKAGE

McLEES BROS.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Easier Suits

PAT'S

Hardware

Independent and The Daily Mail today provide
Clemson College residents with what

WHITMAN'S
NUNNALLY'S
HOLLINGWORTH

we firmly believe is the most complete news

KITCHEN FRESH

coverage this growing college community

ASSORTED

has ever enjoyed. To repeat . . . you might

CHOCOLATES

label it "Three Dimension."

1 LB.

$1.10

ALL FRESH

Red Canup in the Independent and Tom Tegeder
in The Daily Mail give you your sporting
menu daily.

HALLMARK EASTER CARDS

Touching

They draw upon years of

experience and ciose contact with athletics

"When you care enough to Send the Very Best"

and athletes, from the very bottom of the

FULL SELECTION FOR MOTHER - WIFE - SWEETHEART

ladder to the top rung.

5c up to $1,00

V*W*iiiiiSiZiZi*Si!Sii*l!i£3Sg2ZXa«R3^

They are faithful and

Them All
—with-

TOM TEGEDER

accurate . . . and fair in their presen-

»re»rewv«y-^vx>~y>-^wre>»^

tation of the news.
MENNEPCS

N OXZ E M A
SPECIAL

NYLON ZIPPER

.. FOAM SHAVE

79c

SHAVING KITS

40c size... 29c
85c size 59c

$1.25

and Right on the Campus!

PLUS TAX

i

COLGATE CHLOROPHYL

TOOTH PASTE

KIWI ,

CLEMSON SEAL

ASH TRAYS

ESQUIRE

43c TUBES

2 for 59c

SHOE POLISH

STREET AND NUMBER
| TOWN AND STATE
I

2 GIANT TUBES
KOLYNOS

WOODBURY'S COCONUT

GARFEX

TOOTH PASTE

CASTILE SHAMPOO

REFLEX CAMERA

$1.18 val. 69c

Send Bill

1
-Have Carrier Collect

MAIL TO THE INDEPENDENT
ANDERSON, S. C.

JUST ARRIVED

50c val... 29c

DOROTHY CABLE

' NAME

GRIFFIN

25c

-,

■ Yes, I want THE INDEPENDENT—Start it to this address

For complete coverage of general news on the Clemson
Campus, the Anderson papers have a full-time
experienced staff writer in Miss Cable.
Here . . . too, is a reporter of experience, and
with an easy, flowing style that her
readers enjoy.
Miss Cable's Phone is Clemson 5186

SEE IT!

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY

Wit Anbetson Iht&epenWnf

f 11 BMUff MM&

THE REXALL STORE

MORNING AND SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

CLEMSON

—

PHONE 6661

—

—

SOUTH CAROLINA

